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AO4 Use these sentence examples to build up 
your writing skills. You must craft your 
sentences so that they are compelling and 
create effects for a reader. Where an example 
is descriptive, consider how you might adapt 
the style for transactional tasks. If you don’t 
read sufficiently for pleasure than you must 
learn some sentence constructions to allow you 
to ensure variation in your sentences! 

Tell: Show 3; Sentence 
Examples: 
The town was deserted: shops shuttered; traffic-
free streets; no trace of man. 
I felt nervous: pulse racing; palms sweating’ legs 
shaking.  
It was a busy city: a sea of people; traffic at a 
stand-still; deafening noise. 

When; when; when, then Sentence 
Example: 
When thunder shakes the ground; when 
lightening tears the sky; when rain clouds 
blacken the sky, then the storm is upon us.  
 
When he begins to pace the room; when the 
pulse in his neck starts twitching; when his 
speech becomes slower, then you know you’re in 
trouble.  

‘ed’ ‘ly’ ‘ed’ Sentence 
 
Example: 
 

He walked slowly, then closed the door. 

 

2A Sentence (expanded noun phrase) 

Examples:  
The rain fell on the cold, hard concrete. 
He was a tall, awkward man wearing an old, 
crumpled jacket. 
It was an overgrown, messy garden with a lifeless, 
leafless tree. 

 

Short Sentence or Fragment 
Examples: 
It was the end. 
Then it happened.   
A single shot rang out. 
It was over. 
Smoking kills. 

This is that sentence (metaphor) 
Examples: 
 
His eyes were dark, brooding pools. 
The lake was a mirror. 
The night sky was a blanket of darkness. 

2 A Pairs sentence 
Example: 
 

Worried and exhausted, cold and hungry, they 
did not know how much further they could go. 
 

Angry and bewildered, numb and fearful, he 
couldn’t believe this was happening to him.  

Simile Sentence 
Examples: 
 
The buildings stood to attention like soldiers. 
 

It was a difficult job – like climbing a hill.  
 

His stare was as icy as a December day. 
 

___ing, ___ed Sentence 
Examples: 
Laughing like mad, I wiped away the tears from my 
face. 
Running across the beach, he halted as the sand 
gave way. 
Avoiding the crowd, they jumped into the car. 

Extended Metaphor sentence 
Example: 
 

The buildings stood in regimented rows waiting 
patiently for their orders. For the buildings were 
the soldiers of the skyline, not permitting any 
enemy to move past them. 

 

Double ‘ly’ Ending Sentence  
Example: 
 
He walked determinedly and swiftly.  
 

He laughed loudly and heartily. 

Fronted Adverbial Sentence  
Examples: 
 

Cautiously, he walked into the room. 
 

Slowly, the car pulled out of the junction. 
 

Description: Detail Sentence 
Example: 
He was exhausted: he hadn’t slept for days.  
(A compound sentence with 2 independent clauses 
separated by a colon. First clause is descriptive and 

the second adds detail.) 
 

Alliteration Sentence 
Example: 

 
The rain fell on the cold concrete. 

 Choice – (dash)  Question Sentence 
Example: 
 

Young Royals like Prince William or the Reality TV 
‘star’ of the moment – who would you choose as 
an example to your child?             
 

 

Emotion Word, Comma Sentence 
Examples: 
 

Desperate, she screamed for help. 
Terrified, they froze. 
Anxious, they realised they were lost. 

 

Simile Subordinate Sentence 
Example: 
 

Like soldiers, the buildings stood to attention. 
Like climbing a steep hill, it was an arduous task. 
Like a December day, his stare was icy. 

Imagine 3 Sentence  
Example: 
 

Imagine a place where the sun always shines, 
where war never happens, where no-one dies: 
Andromeda system is such a place.  

3 Good – (dash) Question?  Sentence 
Example: 
Sun, sea, sand – what’s not to love? 

 

Y11 English 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Y11 Mathematics Foundation 

For further 

revision materials 

visit: 

Corbettmaths 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Y11 Mathematics Higher 

 

For further revision materials visit: Corbettmaths 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Y11 Biology  



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Y11 Chemistry  

[Grab 

your 

reader’s 

attention 

with a 

great 

quote 

from the 

documen

t or use 

this 

space to 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Y11 Physics 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Y11 History 

AQA – GCSE History – Paper 1 (2 hours) 

Section A: The first SIX questions will be on: 

GERMANY 1890 – 1945 

Question 1 – How does Interpretation A differ from 

Interpretation B about…? 

Explain your answer using Interpretations A and B.   (4) 

Question 2 – Why might the authors of Interpretations 

A and B have a different interpretation about…? 

Explain your answer using Interpretations A and B and 

your contextual knowledge.    (4) 

Question 3 – Which interpretation do you find more 

convincing about… 

Explain your answer using Interpretations A and B and 

your contextual knowledge.                             (8) 

Question 4 – Describe two …    (4) 

Question 5 – In what ways were … affected by…  (8) 

Question 6 – Which of the following was the more 

important reason for …? 

• Bullet Point 1 

• Bullet Point 2 

Explain your answer with reference to both reasons. (12) 

  

Section B:  Four questions on: Conflict and tension, 1894-1918  

Question 1 – Source … supports/opposes … How do you know?    (4) 

Question 2 – How useful are Sources … and … to a historian studying …? 

Explain your answer using sources … and… and your contextual knowledge (12) 

Question 3 – Write an account of…     (8) 

Question 4 – ‘Quotation containing a key reason for an event’. How far do you agree with this 

statement?  Explain your answer                         (16 + 4 SPaG) 

AQA – GCSE History – Paper 2 (2 hours) 

Section A - Thematic Study Health and the People c1000 to the present day 

Question 1 – How useful is Source A for… (8) 

Question 2 – Explain the significance of… (8) 

Question 3 – Compare… with… In what ways are they similar? (8) 

Question 4 – Has… been the main reason for the development of…in Britain since… Explain 

your answer (16) 

AQA – GCSE History – Paper 2 (2 hours) 

Section A - Thematic Study Health and the People c1000 to the present day 

Question 1 – How useful is Source A for… (8) 

Question 2 – Explain the significance of… (8) 

Question 3 – Compare… with… In what ways are they similar? (8) 

Question 4 – Has… been the main reason for the development of…in Britain since… Explain 

your answer (16) 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Y11 Geography 
What are the impacts of Out of Town Shopping? 

Positive:  

• Cheaper prices compared to smaller shops allowing people to 
save money  

• Free parking as land is less expensive so no city center parking 
difficulties. 

• Creates jobs meaning more money in economy to improve 
local services 

Negative:  

• More traffic meaning more air pollution caused by cars  

• City center shops close as they can't compete meaning loss of 
jobs.  

• Views from homes spoilt by huge building house price lowered  
 

What are the features of retail in the UK Cities? 

 

Key Terms: 

• Convenience Goods – Items bought regularly (e.g. bread 
and milk). 

• Comparison Goods – Items bought less often (e.g. 
washing machines) 

• Catchment Area – The area a shop attracts its customers.  
 

Features of retail outlets:  

CBD:  

• Large Department Stores – comparison goods 
• Good Access – transport routes 
• Limited space for parking – expensive 
• Large catchment area / large range 

Out of Town Retail Parks:  

• Large Department Stores – comparison goods 
• Good Access – transport routes 
• Space for Parking – cheap  
• Large catchment area / large range 

Local corner Shop: 

• Newsagents – convenience goods 
• Convenient for locals 
• Small catchment area / small range 

 

 

 

Strategies to improve town centers 

Negative  

Multiplier  

Effect 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Y11 French 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Y11 German 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Y11 Spanish 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Y11 BTEC Sport  

What are the Components of 
PHYSICAL fitness? 

•  Body Composition 

•  Flexibility 

•  Muscular Endurance 

•  Muscular Strength 

•  Aerobic Endurance 

•  Speed 

Which fitness tests measure Muscular 
Endurance? 

• One min press up test 

• One min sit up test 

 

What are the Components of 
SKILLS RELATED fitness? 

•  Power 

•  Co-ordination 

•  Balance 

•  Reaction Time 

•  Agility 

Name all of the methods we can 
use to measure heart rate 

• Borg’s RPE Scale 

• Heart Rate Monitor  

• Radial Pulse 

 

What is the % target zone for aerobic 
development (cardiovascular health 
improvement) 

•   60-85% 

Which fitness test measures 
Flexibility? 

• Sit and Reach Test 

 

Which fitness test measures 
Muscular Strength? 

• Grip Dynamometer Test 

 

What is your 
maximum heart 
rate? 

• 220-?? 

What are the 4 BASIC 
principles of training? 

•  Frequency 

•  Intensity 

•  Time 

•  Type 

What are the 4 methods of 
training are classed as Aerobic 
Endurance training? 

• Continuous Training 

• Fartlek Training 

• Interval Training 

• Circuit Training 

Which fitness test measures 
Speed? 

• 35m Sprint Test 
 

Which fitness tests measure Aerobic 
Endurance (Cardiovascular 
Endurance) 

  
• Multi Stage Fitness Test 

• Forestry Step Test 

What 3 methods of training are 
classed as Flexibility training? 

•  Static Stretching  

•  Ballistic Stretching 

•  PNF Stretching 
  

What are the 3 methods of training 
classed as Speed Training? 

•  Hollow Sprints 

•  Acceleration Sprints 

•  Interval Training  

What are the 3 methods of training 
are classed as Strength, Muscular 
Endurance and Power training? 

•  Circuit Training 

•  Free Weights 

•  Plyometric 

 

What are the 4 advantages of circuit 
training? 
• Can be tailored to sports/athletes 

• No specialist equipment needed 

• Can develop strength, power and endurance 

• Can include a variety of exercises 

Which fitness test measures 
Power? 

• Vertical Jump Test 

 

State one characteristic of 
plyometric training 

• Bounding/Jumping/Leaping 

 

What does the term VALIDTY mean when fitness 
testing? 

• The accuracy of the fitness test results. 

What does the term RELIABILITY mean 
when fitness testing? 

• The test results obtained must be 
consistent. If you were to carry out 
the same test using the same 
conditions and environment you 
would get the same results 

What does the 
term 
PRACTICALITY 
mean when 
fitness testing? 

• How easy it is 
to carry out 
the test in 
terms of the 
costs 
involved, time 
available and 
equipment 
requirements 

Which fitness test measures Agility? 

• Illinois Agility Test 

 

What are 3 advantages of PNF 
Stretching? 
• Little/no cost of equipment 

• Develops mobility and 
flexibility 

• Stops the stretch reflex 

allowing a greater stretch 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Y11 Art 

Asking Artistic question? 

Practice the use of these words by asking 

the following questions about your Art 

work or the work of others? 

Composition: How is the space used? Does 

the image fill the canvas/paper?  

Light: highlighted areas? Shadows? Time of 

day? Natural light or artificial? Harsh or 

soft? Reflected or direct? Abstract? 

Line: are there any lines that are 

prominent? Are they straight, curvy, thin or 

thick? Do the lines create direction? Do they 

outline? Do the lines show movement or 

energy? 

Repetition: are there any objects, shapes 

or lines which repeat and create a pattern? 

Shape: do you see geometric or organic 

shapes? What are they? 

Space: positive or negative? Is there a 

depth to the work? 

Texture: smooth or rough? Does the work 

give the impression of texture? 

Tone: is there a range of tones from dark 

to light? Where is the darkest? Where is 

the lightest? 

 

Watch and learn. 

 

https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/subjects/z6hs34j 

 

 

 Key Vocabulary. 

Bleeding:-Describes the action of one colour running into another. Most 
applicable to watercolour where a second or third colour can be dropped 

onto an already applied wash while wet. 
Brief:-A designer's brief, or creative brief, is what a client will give to a 
designer to help them come up with a creative solution or set of concepts. 
Brushwork:-Refers to the way paint is applied in a painting, describing 
texture of the paint surface applied with a brush. 

Collage:-Describes both the technique and the resulting work of art in which 
pieces of paper, photographs, fabric and other materials are arranged and 
stuck down onto a supporting surface. 
Colour wash:-A term used to describe the transparent layers of colour in a 

watercolour. 
Complementary colours:-Red and green, yellow and purple, blue and orange. 
These colours lie opposite each other on the colour wheel. 
Composition:-The arrangement of elements within a work of art. 
Contrast:-The difference in colour found between the light and dark parts of 

an image. 
Cross hatching:-Mark making technique using crisscrossed lines which are 
used to build up shadow and tone. They can be created using crisscrossed 
hand or machine stitches as well as 2D media. 

Drawing:-A technique in which images are created on a surface using lines 
and other marks. Drawings may also consist of areas of tone, washes and 
other non-linear marks. Drawing activity should fulfil a purpose or a need, 
rather than demonstrate technical mastery. Drawing might, therefore, take 

many different forms as it features in the creative journey undertaken. 
Form:-In relation to art the term form has two meanings: it can refer to the 
overall form taken by the work – its physical nature; or within a work of art 
it can refer to the element of shape among the various elements that make 
up a work. 

Exaggerated:-Enlarged or altered beyond normal proportions. Exaggeration 
could be seen in overstating the features of a subject or in overemphasising 
the colour or surface of an image or artefact. 
Media (in art):-Refers to the materials you use to create your art. Mixed 

media is artwork in the making of which more than one medium has been 
employed. 
Primary colours:-Any hue that, in theory, cannot be created by a mixture of 
any other hues. Varying combinations of the primary hues can be used to 
create all the other hues of the spectrum. In pigment the primaries are red, 

yellow, and blue. 
Secondary colours:-A hue created by combining two primary colours, as 
yellow and blue mixed together yield green. In pigment the secondary 
colours are orange, green, and violet. 

Style:-Style may refer to the visual appearance of a work of art that relates 
it to other works by artists from a particular genre, or "school", art 
movement or culture (for example, an impressionist style). Style can also 
mean the way you have made your work (for example, an expressive style). 
Tone:-The lightness or darkness of something – this could be a shade, or 

how dark or light a colour appears. 
 

 

Pinterest is a great way to collect the 

work of individual Artists, themes or 

cultures. These images can motivate you 

and help formulate the kinds of imagery 

& art that you enjoy and are inspired by. 

Task: Create your own Pinterest boards 

on your own favourite artists, cultures 

and inspirations.   

 

https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/subjects/z6hs34j


 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Y11 Photography 

 Key Vocabulary. 
Abstract: an image that emphasises the formal elements (line, shape, tone, 
pattern, texture, colour) rather than specific, recognisable objects. 
Content: the subject, topic or information captured in a photograph.  
Direct approach: confronting a scene in a straight- forward manner, without 
using unusual angles or distortion. 

Expressive: concerned with communicating emotion. 
Geometric shape: shapes found in geometry, such as circles, squares, triangles, 
etc.  
Intention: reason(s) why the photographer made a particular image. 
Organic shape: shapes based on natural objects such as plants, pods, leaves, 
etc. 
Representational: an image which shows recognisable objects, not abstract. 
Subject: the main object or person(s) in a photograph.  
Theme: dominant idea in a work of art or a collection of works. 
Composition: the arrangement or structure of the elements that make up an 
image. 
Central focus: the objects(s) which appears most prominently and/or most 
clearly focused in a photograph. 
Vantage Point: the place from which a photographer takes a photograph. 
Angle: the vantage point from which the photograph was taken; generally used 
when discussing a photograph taken from an unusual or exaggerated vantage 
point.  
Background: the part of a scene or picture that is or seems to be toward the 
back. 
Balance: the distribution of visual elements in a photograph. Symmetrical 

balance distributes visual elements evenly in an image. Asymmetrical/balance is 
found when visual elements are not evenly distributed in an image. 
Contour: the outline of an object or shape. 
Contrast: strong visual differences between light and dark, varying textures, 
sizes, etc. 
Framing: what the photographer has placed within the boundaries of the 
photograph. 
Setting: actual physical surrounding or scenery whether real or artificial. 
Aperture: the opening through which light passes to reach the photographic film 
in a camera. 
Depth of field: the distance between the nearest and furthest parts of a 
photograph that are in clear focus. 
Emphasise: to give special attention to something or suggest that it has extra 
importance. 
Leading lines: lines within a composition which lead the viewer’s eye to the 
focal point and creates distance. 
Saturation: how strong or intense a hue or colour is. 
 

Watch and learn. 

 

https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/

guides/zgwpnbk/revision/1 

 

 

Asking photographic 

question? 

Practice the use of these words by 

asking the following questions about 

your photography or the work of others? 

Focus: what areas appear clearest or 

sharpest in the photograph? What do not? 

Light: highlighted areas? Shadows? Time 

of day? Natural light or artificial? Harsh 

or soft? Reflected or direct? Abstract? 

Line: are there any lines that are 

prominent? Are they straight, curvy, thin or 

thick? Do the lines create direction in the 

photograph? Do they outline? Do the lines 

show movement or energy? 

Repetition: are there any objects, shapes 

or lines which repeat and create a 

pattern? 

Shape: do you see geometric or organic 

shapes? What are they? 

Space: positive or negative? Is there a 

depth to the photograph? 

Texture: smooth or rough? Does the 

photograph give the impression of 

texture? 

Tone: is there a range of tones from dark 

to light? Where is the darkest? Where is 

the lightest? 

 

 

Pinterest is a great way to 

collect the work of individual 

photographers, themes or 

cultures. These images can 

motivate you and help 

formulate the kinds of 

photography that you enjoy 

and are inspired by. 

Task: Create your own Pinterest 

boards on your own favourite 

photographers, cultures and 

inspirations.   

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Y11 Design Technology: Materials 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Y11 IMedia 

 

 

 

 

The Creative IMedia course is now half way through with students already completing R082 and R081, the written 

exam. We have completed R085 ready for submission and our last unit is R084, Storytelling with a comic strip. 

Pupils will need to know the following: 

The research section , Learning 

Outcome 1, you can prepare 

for at home 

Learn the following Key Terms: 

Origin: Where something came from or began. 

Panel: a container used to contain one scene in a comic strip. 

Story flow: the path of the story from beginning, to middle, to end. 

The last 80 years have been characterised into 

different ‘ages’. Your research should include these. 

Golden Age: 1938-1954 

Silver Age: 1956-1969 

Bronze Age: 1970-1980 

Late Bronze Age: 1980-1984 

Modern Age: 1985-present day. 

Illustrate: to add images to support the story or 

information provided in the product. 

Narrative: explaining events by speaking or writing them 

down. 

Onomatopoeia: a word that sounds like the thing it is 

describing, like slurp. 

Investigate 

The origins and history of multipage comic strips 
and their target audiences. 

ACTIVITIES 

Make notes or produce a word 
page or PowerPoint slide on: 

• Research the origin of 
comic strips, (where did 
they come from?) 

Search and look 
at a range of 
comics and 
comic strips. 

Make notes on: 

• the storyline,  

• characters 

• panel layout 

Make notes or produce a word 
page or PowerPoint slide on: 
Your research of: 

• Rodolphe Topffer 

• Manga 

• Morning Journal 

• Superheroes 

• DC and Marvel 



 
 

 

 

Y11 Hospitality and Catering 


